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Speech & Drama (Group) 

Speech & Drama lessons are designed to help children develop their confidence, self-

esteem, social skills and conversational ability. They will learn to appreciate literature and 

enjoy presenting it for an audience. Drama is a wonderful way through which they can 

channel their energies to find innovative methods of creating and expressing. 

Mime & Improvisation (Group) 

For children who are reserved or exuberant, Mime and Improvisation is a wonderful way to 

express themselves, encouraging their imagination by playing a “role” children experiment 

with and act as the characters they are learning about. These lessons will help young people 

to understand how to appraise situations, think outside the box and be more confident 

going into unfamiliar situations 

Communication Skills (Group) 

Communication Skills lessons are designed to allow children to develop and refine expertise 

in different forms of communication through the spoken language. Skilful listening and 

confident speaking are key to achievements in many aspects and these lessons will help 

them to improve their ability to talk, learn, share and communicate. 

The benefit of attending these lessons are beyond comprehension. However, these lessons 

bring elements of play, humour, and laughter to those taking part – improves motivation 

and reduces stress. Allowing them express a range of emotions and encourage them to 

understand and deal with similar feelings they may be experiencing.  

Trinity Exams 
Commencing from 2017 we are offering Trinity College London examinations in the above 
subjects. This is optional and the examination fee is additional. Students who attend TRINITY 
College London Examinations will, 
 

 Be coached for all grades in Speech & Drama examinations. 

 Be encouraged for group examinations. 

 Be issued certificates for successful completion of examinations. 
 

Trinity College London is an international exam board that has been providing assessments 

since 1877. Trinity exams are internationally recognised and fully accredited by Ofqual 

(Office of Qualifications and Examinations Regulation) and other education authorities in 

many countries around the world. 

For more details visit   http://www.trinitycollege.co.uk/site/?id=620 
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